Dear Friends and Supporters of Allendale Columbia School,

So much has happened in our world over the past 12 months. Despite those challenges, our AC community continued to support the School monetarily to the best of its ability. Although we did not reach the historic levels of giving that were achieved in 2019-2020, together, we surpassed the $1 million mark. Through your generosity, our School was able to provide essential student scholarships, purchase equipment to enhance academic programming, and contribute to retaining our high quality faculty. We deeply appreciate all that you have done to enrich the Allendale Columbia School experience for more than 365 children.

We are proud to report that through a combination of fundraising, solid enrollment, continued fiscal responsibility, and hard work, AC finished 2020-2021 in a positive financial position. Indicators of this success include the School’s ability to not tap into its line of credit or borrow against future tuition dollars while growing its endowment.

Each new school year brings fresh opportunities for our students, faculty, and staff to grow academically, professionally, and personally. Much of last year’s growth came in Pre-Primary, where we added a unique Reggio Emilia-inspired educational program for children ages 18-36 months-old called “AC Little School”. Our Pre-Primary and Lower School Divisions will continue to expand this coming year, and in fact, we already have waitlists in several classes. Throughout 2020-2021, our Middle and Upper School students and faculty demonstrated extraordinary resilience as they reinvented new ways to carry on AC traditions like Holiday Breakfast and Strawberry Breakfast via Zoom so parents and families near and far could participate remotely.

What will 2021-2022 bring? While we don’t have a crystal ball, we do know that we will be skillfully led by AC’s new Head of School, Dr. Glen Pinder. Dr. Pinder was selected from an international pool of highly qualified candidates and arrived in Rochester from New Jersey on July 1st, 2021. We look forward to introducing Dr. Pinder to everyone in the AC School community.

Thank you for your continued support. We share your excitement in partnering with AC as we grow and thrive together.

Sincerely,

Shannon Baudo
Interim Head of School 2020-2021

Karen Higman
Director of Advancement & Alumni Relations
Launching AC’s Little School

In September 2020, we opened the doors to AC’s first-ever 18-month-2 year old program, AC Little School. Ten students under the age of three years old joined us each day learning through our Reggio Emilia curriculum, where learning is student-driven and there is an emphasis on exploration, experiential learning, and utilizing nature and the world around us to make connections. From exploring AC’s nature trails and sensory-driven playground to educational units about animals, insects, and plants, our youngest students are engaged and empowered every single day at AC. Our program was so successful, we have a waiting list for the upcoming school year and now have plans for expansion!

Fairies, gnomes, and giants - oh my!

AC nursery schoolers were hard at work this past spring creating a fairy garden. After reading many different gardening, construction, and fairy books, each student used their spatial awareness skills to create a blueprint of their new outdoor space. Raking the mulch and moving stumps, sticks, and rocks around challenged their gross motor skills. Their individual artistry truly shined while assembling wind chimes, painting rocks, and constructing miniature furniture. Skills in creative expression and storytelling skyrocketed as our three and four year olds took on the roles of fairies, gnomes, and giants during pretend play.

Students work on decorations for the new fairy garden in the outdoor space by their classroom.

From drab to fab! AC nursery schoolers use their creativity to transform this outdoor space.

Kindergarten creates outdoor classroom for all and honors faculty

AC kindergarten students put in some hard work in the courtyard during their final project-based learning unit. They weeded, swept, and planted flowers and then added tree stump seats for a natural outdoor classroom! Students identified the plants in the courtyard with the plant identifying app, Seek, and then researched the plants and decided to create garden stakes with the plant names.

Thanks to Ms. Oliveri, the students were able to create beautiful wind chimes and garden stakes from clay. In addition, the kindergarteners learned about the process of firing clay in the kiln and had a blast glazing clay creations and seeing the final products.

The children were very excited to welcome everyone to the courtyard and even designed letters using the laser cutter that spell “All Are Welcome.” These amazing letters were glued to “tree cookies” and placed near the doorway. It sure looks like a happy place to be.

As an added surprise, the class also dedicated a portion of the space to retiring Lower School teacher of 40 years, Randy Northrup. Every Lower School student and faculty member decorated a rock (approximately 200 rocks!) to create the “Randy Rocks Garden” in his honor.

We hope everyone at AC feels welcome to read, meditate, play, and more in this special redesigned space for years to come!

Retiring teacher Randy Northrup poses by the rock garden dedicated in his honor.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION
Eyes that Kiss in the Corners

AC Lower Schoolers met (virtually) with New York Times Best Selling children’s author Joanna Ho. In preparation for her visit, students read her book “Eyes that Kiss in the Corners”, a story of self-love and empowerment. During the visit, students were able to ask questions that lead to enriching conversations, celebrating individual beauty and confidence.
Sixth grade “me, you, we” retreat
Sixth-grade students participated in a three-day retreat in April centered around the themes of “me, you, we”. This retreat gave them the opportunity to step away from their Chromebooks and engage in activities, including slackline, obstacle courses, STEM activities, reflective writing, and group discussions around various topics.

Empty Bowls goes virtual
For the sixth year in a row, seventh and eighth grade ceramic students hosted Empty Bowls, an international grassroots fundraising project aimed at addressing food insecurity. The event, typically held as an in-person silent auction, was hosted as a virtual event this year. The auction featured approximately 110 innovative, handmade pieces created by local artists, AC alums, faculty/staff, and students in kindergarten through 12th grade, and they raised $2,307.95, which was donated to Save the Children. It was truly a community effort and a wonderful experience for all who were involved.

AC launches new diploma programs
This year AC proudly launched two new diploma programs: the Creativity & Entrepreneurship Engagement diploma and the STEM Engagement diploma. These diplomas are the first of their kind offered in the Rochester region and are awarded to students in addition to their traditional diploma. These innovative programs allow students to dive deeper into understanding and investigating their interests and offer a personalized experience that is designed to provide students with choice, autonomy, and purpose. Both diplomas are offered through AC’s Centers for Impact, which challenge students to think and work in new ways to better prepare them for the world they will inherit, shape, and lead.

AC students get real-world production experience with WROC
Despite the unusual challenges of this past year, AC students continued to embrace opportunities to apply their learning in the real world. This year’s AC Production and Design students collaborated with WROC to produce the Best Buddies of Western New York chapter’s largest fundraiser of the year. The students were responsible for creating and producing vignettes, commercials, and promotional social media content for the virtual gala. Their work culminated in a 30-minute, pre-recorded program that aired on WROC. The gala raised more than $35,000 for programming across Western New York.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION 21-Day Equity Challenge
Allendale Columbia School is committed to fostering diversity, equity, and inclusion in our community, and we are proud to be one of the more than 400 local organizations to participate in the United Way of Greater Rochester’s 21-Day Equity Challenge. Students, parents, faculty, administrators, and staff from AC participated in the Equity Challenge, which covered a wide range of topics including basic definitions of bias and privilege as well as an overview of the challenges of talking about race. Education was a key focus of the series and included an examination of the economic and racial segregation of our local schools. It also offered critical tips on how to talk to children about race. Additionally, AC hosted a series of equity events for our community to come together and reflect on these valuable resources as we work toward achieving our equity goals.
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Jocelyn Garlock Rowley ’53
Lucia ’65 and William ’63 Shaw
Patricia Goodwin Sladden ’52

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF
Barbara M. Vayo
Marie Vayo-Greenbaum ’76 § and Mark Greenbaum

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF
Mark von Bucher ’08
Joe Marron and Becky Kendall

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF
Michael Wheeler
Brooke Harter Wheeler ’88 §
HONORARY AND MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF
Andrea Wynn
V. Wynn

GIFTS IN HONOR OF AC Faculty and Staff
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. William Balderston IV †
The Baudo Family §
James and Melissa Clark
The Murray Family †
The Palomaki Family §

GIFTS IN HONOR OF AC Nursery Team
Donna § and James Kwiatkowski
Mr. John and Mrs. Emily § Newcomb

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Sarah Atwater Mayer ’73, Dr. Stephen Atwater ’76 and John Atwater ’76
Julian W. Atwater

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Ann Balderston †
John Balderston ’10
Maggie Balderston ’07

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Maci Barrett ’32
Mr. Tom Clement
Ms. Linda LeClaire

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Shannon Baudo §
Ken McCurdy †

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Henry ’29 and Connie ’29 Baudo
Mr. Joseph and Mrs. Deborah Baudo
Bill and Missy Mercier

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Kathy Bulkeley ’78
Fred Dann ’78

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Alex ’99, Brian ’01 and Kevin ’02 Compter
Mr. Michael Compter

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Lennon ’31 and Reese ’33 Cotrupe
Ginny Gray §

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Lisa Crandall §
Mr. William and Mrs. Jeanette Brindle

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Zoe Crego ’21 and her parents Greg and Jodi Crego
Ms. Andrea Buchanan

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Michael Crews ’94
Mr. Larry and Dr. Nancy Crews

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Noa Odette Daniel ’29
Mr. Carlyle and Mrs. Thula Daniel

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Richard C. David ’94
Claude and Ginny David
GIFTS IN HONOR OF Eric DeRitis ’83, Julie DeRitis Bernacki ’85, and Pamela DeRitis ’87
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph DeRitis

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Teddy Doheny ’29
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Roush

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Matthew English ’89
Elizabeth § and William English

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Victoria Edwards ’21
David and Rebecca Edwards
Harris Beach PLLC

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Millennium Falcon ’35
Mr. John Falcon

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Olivia Kathryn Fries ’23
Anonymous
Dr. David and Dr. Marcia Fries

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Elena ’23 and Gillian ’26 Feindel
Sarah Crosby

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Katie Garrett ’95
Amy † and Stephen Leibeck

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Rick Garrett ’70
Lucia ’65 and William ’63 Shaw

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Ella ’25 and Adelai ’28 Herberger
Rosemary Hodges

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Lucas Kang ’32
Ms. Lulu Xie and Mr. Hongyi Kang

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Mary Kehoe ’30
Elizabeth Morningstar, MD

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Jim Kolster §
Charmaine Babineau §

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Donna Kwiatkowski §
Thomas and Casey Karafonda

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Riley Jane Leibbeck ’20
Amy † and Stephen Leibeck
Larry D. and Carol S. Rath

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Jeff Leist ’80
Mary K. Leist

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Hudson ’33 and Harrison ’36 Massey
The Massey Family

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Warren Marsland ’54 §
Allison Marsland ’83

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Ken McCurdy †
Kate McCurdy ’05

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Jana Minsterman ’32
Jim and Janis Bruns
Marla B. Bruns ’95, MD, PhD
Mrs. Mandy ’00 and Mr. Tim Minsterman

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Liam W. Mitchell ’26
Mr. Wayne and Mrs. Glenda Chesbrough

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Bradley Nevinger ’35
Mr. Christopher and Mrs. Jennifer Dawson
Mrs. Emily § and Mr. Jason Nevinger

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Lilly ’34 and Spencer ’32 Newcomb
Mr. Neil and Ms. Rosemarie Spencer

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Mr. Randy Northrup §
June Cuthbert §
Jo § and Christopher Hayes
The Herberger Family

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Linden Oliveri ’33
Mr. Dean and Mrs. Susan Bonner

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Tony Partigan §
Tony Phillips ’55

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Trevor Passamonte ’24
Kara L. Passamonte
HONORARY AND MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Bryan Perkins ’97, Jen Newman and Sean Perkins ’27
Anonymous

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Jessica M. Pembroke ’14
Karen and Jim Pembroke

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Dr. Glen Pinder
Patricia Y. Zuroski

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Carter ’25 and Ainsley ’29 Previte
M. Peter and Karen O. Thomson
Gram and Gramps Previte

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Leah Reynolds ’33
Linda Reynolds

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Thomas Riveros ’23
Mauricio and Bess ’96 Riveros

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Casey Roush ’27, Callahan Roush ’29, and Julia Roush ’31
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Roush

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Eli ’29 and Noah ’31 Rubelmann
Mr. David and Mrs. Annette Rubelmann

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Ellie Stathopoulos ’21
Demetrios Stathopoulos †

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Emma Stickles ’32
Mrs. Shirley Stickles

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Caitlin Swartz ’25
Brett and Beth Swartz

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Mike Taillie §
The Palomaki Family §

GIFTS IN HONOR OF The Columbia School Class of 1965
Lucia ’65 and William ’63 Shaw

GIFTS IN HONOR OF The Class of 1985
Per Sven Adamson ’85

GIFTS IN HONOR OF The Class of 2018
Annie McQuilken and Gregory North

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Lorraine Van-Meter Cline §
Geoffrey K. Cline ’01

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Liam Weeks ’27
Mrs. Cheryl Bianchi and Mr. Howard Bigelow

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Andrew Wexler ’22
Mr. Steve and Mrs. Nadine Friedlander

GIFTS IN HONOR OF Michael ’25 and Sarah ’25 Zurell
Nancy Zurell
Mr. Norman Zurell
YOUR SUPPORT MAKES OUR WORK POSSIBLE

Allendale Columbia School students are the direct beneficiaries of the generosity of our donors. Through your gift to our annual fund, The Fund for Allendale Columbia School, you support the school’s most critical and immediate needs. These include:

- academic programming
- technology
- faculty recruitment and development
- financial assistance
- classroom materials and supplies
- library books
- facilities maintenance and renovation
- essentially everything it takes to run the school!

By making a gift, you are choosing to take an active role in the life of AC and the students we serve. We thank you in advance for your generosity and support!

We accept gifts the following ways:

By phone  |  Online  |  By mail  |  Gifts of stock  |  Matching gifts  |
Leadership Circle  |  Planned giving  |  Events

To make a gift or a pledge, please contact:

Karen Higman  
Director of Advancement & Alumni Relations  
Tel. 585.641.5313  
khigman@allendalecolumbia.org  
ALLENDALECOLUMBIA.ORG/GIVE

Thank You
MISSION

At Allendale Columbia, we prepare students for the world they will inherit. In our trusting and responsive environment, students in nursery through grade 12 grow in confidence and develop scholastic independence. Together, our students and teachers imagine, design, and create in order to make a positive impact locally and globally.

Allendale Columbia

School

519 Allens Creek Road • Rochester, NY 14618

ALLENDALECOLUMBIA.ORG/GIVE